
CSHB 3 

 

A majority of the changes were technical in nature.  Clarifying language reflected original intent .  Lots of 

additional conforming changes throughout the statute that did not make it into the original filed version. 

 

NEW PROVISIONS 

Requires districts to do an Efficiency Audit before they can go to the voters with a tax increase.   

Added a safety net for the golden penny enrichment.  The yield may not be less than the 96% percentile of wealth 

per weighted student.   

Added Transportation reimbursement for the cost of transporting homeless students and CTE students to work 

based learning sites 

Increased the Basic Allotment by the SDA and MDA for special education only.  (removed the under 450 ADA 

adjustment in filed HB3 to help fund this) 

Added the option for special purpose school districts operated by a general academic institution to receive 

funding in the FSP.  (HB 21 amendment, special session) 

Added Mathematics in addition to the Reading goals and benchmarks adopted by boards of trustees.   

 

CHANGES TO FILED BILL 

Clarified the tax cap remains $1.17 

Replaced the Teacher allotment in the filed version with a much simpler allotment to high needs campuses and 

rural districts to attract and pay effective classroom teachers as determined at the local level with input from 

parents, educators and community members.   Removed the bifurcated minimum salary schedule for teachers 

and returned to the current law minimum salary schedule with factors tied to the Basic Allotment so that salaries 

automatically rise with increases to the BA.      

Clarified the methodology on comp ed allotment.  The districts will use individual student addresses and assign 

educationally disadvantaged students to census blocks tiered by economical disadvantage.  If a census block is not 

available, the student is assigned a weight of .225 (formerly .2).  Educationally disadvantaged students who reside 

in a residential treatment facility get the highest weight of .275.   Creates a comp ed advisory committee.   

Renamed the Enhancements program to Academic Services and clarified language and require participants to be 

educationally disadvantaged and limited eligible services to academic services. Explicitly stated that the funding 

may not be used to supplant instructional services being provided by the district during the regular school day.   

Adjusted the rollback language to:  reflect that districts have to fill up tier 1 completely before they can access tier 

2 pennies; grandfather provisions for those districts that had a tax rate greater than $1.50 for the 2005 tax year; 

recognize the copper penny compression and the addition of the 5th golden penny without voter approval 

beginning with the 2020 tax year.   

Lessened references to the commissioner's authority throughout the bill.  (In the Commissioner Authority To 

Resolve Unintended Consequences From School Finance Formulas - changed it from 4 years to 2 and he needs LBB 

approval not just notification)   


